Clickit Terrain Plus

Category: car harness/car seat, rugged walking harness, working dog vest

Proven And Certified: Clickit Terrain is a high-performance car harness for high-performing dogs and occasional travelers. It combines Sleepypod’s award-winning safety technology with enhanced safety and control features. Working and active dogs will benefit from this design with enclosed shoulder straps that make Clickit Terrain comfortable to wear all day at work or at play.

There are three points of contact to reduce forward and lateral movement in the event of a collision or sudden stop. Crash-tested at U.S., Canadian, and E.U. child safety standards, then independently tested and certified with a 5 Star safety rating from the Center for Pet Safety. Shock-absorbing sleeves work with a broad, padded vest and patented Infinity Loop design to distribute and reduce damaging forces that can cause injury in an accident. Reflective strips on the shoulder straps increase visibility at night but can be removed and replaced with optional service dog patches.

Independently tested and certified by the Center for Pet Safety with a Five Star safety rating, Clickit Terrain has been proven to be one of the safest car harnesses in an auto collision.

Eligible for replacement through Sleepypod’s Crash Replacement Program.

What's in the package: Clickit Terrain harness, S-Clip accessory, Buckle Shield accessory


Downloadable images for media, retailer, and distributor use: https://flic.kr/s/aHskWv1ubJ

Features:
- Crash tested for use as a pet seat belt
- Three-point design for use in the rear passenger seat secures a dog’s torso
- Broad, cushioned, energy-absorbing vest for crash protection
- Shock-absorbing sleeves
- Quick connection and release
- Strength tested for use as a walking harness
- Rear reflective patches for night visibility can be interchanged for optional service or custom patches
- Front reflective logo for night visibility is non-removable
- Easy clean vest is made of luggage-grade, ballistic nylon
- Loops for quick connection and release of optional Terrain Pack

Includes:
• S-Clip accessory
• Buckle Shield accessory

**Washing instructions:**
• Wipe the vest front with a damp, soapy cloth
• Vacuum pet fur from neoprene on the back side of the vest

**Sizing:**
Size is determined by chest measurement around a dog’s rib cage, just behind the front legs. View the measurement guide at https://sleepypod.com/sizing
• Small (20.5-25.5 inches)
• Medium (25.5-28 inches)
• Large (28-31 inches)
• Extra Large (31-41.5 inches)

**Colors:**
• Jet Black
• Orange Dream
• Strawberry Red
• Robin Egg Blue
• Charcoal Grey
• Olive Green
• First Blush

**Optional accessories:**
Reflective patches on the harness shoulders can be interchanged with optional service patches. Add the optional Terrain Pack accessory so your pup can carry gear, too.
• Terrain Pack
• Service Patches

**Special editions:**
• American Red Cross edition - [https://sleepypod.com/american-red-cross](https://sleepypod.com/american-red-cross)
• Fear Free® Happy Homes edition Sleepypod mobile pet bed - [https://sleepypod.com/fear-free](https://sleepypod.com/fear-free)